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Thanks for downloading a 3 CR podcast: 3 CR is an independent community radio station, 

based in Melbourne Australia; we need your financial support to keep going. Go to 

www.3cr.org.au for more information and to donate online. Now, stay tuned for your 3 CR 

podcast. 

 

Panoply panorama panpipe pansy aha pansexual: knowing no boundaries of sex or gender, 

sound interesting? Then join Sally on Sundays at noon for out of the pan. All those gender 

questions making you think too hard? Whether it's transgender bisexual polyamorous or beyond 

will throw those questions into the pan and cook up the answers for you. So go on push that 

gender envelope. Only on 3 CR 855 am digital and 3 CR dot org Dot au 

 

3 CR 855 am 3 CR Digital 3 CR dot org dot au 3 CR on demand; Out of the pan with Sally first 

broadcasting noon through one every Sunday afternoon, thanks for your company. 3 CR 

proudly broadcasts from the lands of the Kulin Nations at the overlap of the Wurundjeri and 

Bunnerong peoples and we pay respects to elders past present and emerging. Hello to any 

Aboriginal and or Torres Strait Islander people tuning in from which whichever lands you are on 

and we acknowledge that all the lands were stolen and never ceded and reconciliation is very 

much an ongoing process in which we all play our part, driven by Aboriginal and Torres Strait 

Islander peoples. 

 

Welcome to out of the pan a show covering pansexual issues, knowing no boundaries of sex, 

gender or genre. I'm Sally Goldner. I use the pronouns she and her and a pleasure to be with 

you. Hello to listeners of all genders including but not limited to ladies and gentlemen, and out of 

the pan knowing no boundaries of, it's going to be a bit pan genre today little funky 57 year-old 

opening up with Flip that Groove, and don't funk my pride. That's F  U N K for all the moral 

crusaders out there, and you can check that out on Spotify and get verifiable evidence. I'll sorry 

moral Crusaders sod off. 

 

So what verifiable evidence do they, which will be a lead into the first topic that we're going to 

talk about a new story of the week. It's catching up on some news today and as well as that will 

IDAHOBIT in about a month time. So I'll have a look at a bit of that. Have a look at what we 

need to try and get some ideas going on, why the federal LP seems so, reticent to move on 

lgbtiqi+ issues, and maybe if we get time a route, a bit of a reflection. 

 

Now that it's a month on on World Pride, but the opening story, I want to talk about in a second 

after we tell you how to get in touch with the program. If you need to out of the pan 855 at 



gmail.com SMS six, one, four, five, six, seven, five 1215, tweet at Sal gold said, so, and that's 

the bottom line. And look for posts on Facebook and comment under those on 

 

Sally goldner am and out of the pan 3 CR 855 am Melbourne. Remember any opinions 

expressed on this program are strictly my own? Not those of any organization with which I have 

been Affiliated or still am and I can't talk about the future because I don't have a DeLorean, the 

space-time Continuum Marty and if you want to write to the show, you can do that as well. PO 

Box 1277 Collingwood 3066. Don't think they'll be any huge Triggers on the show today but I will 

just pop in the number 4, Q Life. 

 

Cleaning switchboard in Victoria and Tasmania 1-800 1845 to seven rainbow door. One eight 

hundred seven to nine three, six seven. So yes. What did I want to start with all this ridiculous 

shenanigans that broke on around Friday where it was pointed out that some schools wanting to 

say that they wouldn't put lgbtiq a plus people maybe not. 

 

Why we don't not sure there, but they want the right to discriminate, in positions of student 

leadership, such as school, Captain's on things like sexual orientation, gender identity 

relationship status, and all the rest. So, even if you're a married heterosexual and unmarried 

heterosexual person, you wouldn't get a position or that your perhaps, having sex. I mean, what 

are they going to do, how they're going to prove that if it's things like that? Absolutely 

unbelievable. And you just got to wonder 

 

Help people. You know, he sort of I don't like the expression tone-deaf, it's a bit a blast in my 

book, it's the one that gets used. If anyone's got a better one, please let me know. But it is the 

one that gets used and the religious discrimination Bill. Last year, got knocked back. Now 

there's this submission, which my last report is the Australian. Law Reform Commission will be 

releasing its report into the, the review of the sex Discrimination Act. I believe it's due out. 

 

Out Friday but I don't hold me to that. That's what my sources. Tomato Worcestershire, and 

ketchup have to say and yeah. So there's this whole thing, that that's what they're after. And you 

just think really, really, really how on Earth do they they expect to get away with that? And I 

mean, I know what they're going to say thermostat and religious freedom. Religious freedom is 

not about 

 

The right to do what you want. It's the right to worship safely in your own church. Now, some will 

argue now, hang on a second, don't don't people, therefore have the right in religious schools to 

do that. Well may, you know, my response to that is first of all, there's a lot of taxpayer funding 



that goes into those schools. Why on Earth should our taxpayer funding end up being used to 

you know sort of discriminate 

 

Eight, whereas other schools can't. And so my response to that, if they want, that sort of 

approach, any individual school that wants that, you can't have your communion wafer a 

needed to. You have got to say, well, you don't take Government funding and therefore, go 

ahead and discriminate, then you are truly a private school. And I know that one of the long-

running 3 CR, programs defense of government schools would probably say it's a great 

argument, as to why we need more government schools or perhaps why private schools 

shouldn't be funded at all. 

 

And you know, that may be at least a reasonable argument. The question is, who would pick up 

the slack but if the fun and then some would say that if the funding goes to government schools, 

then that's where the slack would be picked up. So, interesting basis, I'll declare any possible 

conflict of interest that I went to a private school and it's been one of the happier things in my 

life, that I've reconciled with that private in inverted commas, single-sex school over the last 12 

months or so, in a way that I never thought was possible, 

 

Well, but that still doesn't now sort of undertake away from the arguments. In my opinion, I will 

say that this school does seem to be doing the right things compared to when this person was a 

munchkin, a little Persian 40 years or so plus ago. And now they've got a positive masculinities 

program. This in inverted, commas, or boys school. I proved them wrong near near near near 

and all that and they don't want to discriminate, they're doing well on LGBT. 

 

Qy. Plus, they doing all the right things and putting them into practice and they, you know, really 

living. It is a Christian School. I'm their living as far as I can see. They're trying to do the right 

thing on every level and well done to them. So let's sad that it's just a few schools, you know, 

want to do this. But the other thing that gets me on this approach of not appointing lgbtiq a plus, 

and others to the school captain. 

 

Type of roles is I would like to think I've learned a little bit about leadership over the years, in the 

various things, I've done in the community and in my mild-mannered, a job, as a consultant, 

able to LEAP tall piles of bullshit is a neurodivergent person or something like that and you want 

people with the right qualities, you know, just because of your sexual orientation or gender 

identity doesn't make you a better leadership. So the thing that gets me here, 

 

That these schools would not get the best leadership and just because someone claims to be in 

line with a religious ethos, doesn't necessarily mean they've got leadership qualities. I could 



digress you in the amount of times. I've heard people think that leadership is being high in a 

hierarchy. That doesn't mean you're a leader either thinking of a very recent past president of 

the United States of America. So we want leadership. Now, we need to instill the right 

leadership qualities in people and 

 

To say that you can, you know, you've got to be cisgender, heterosexual similar to be a quality 

leader is just Malarkey. And the other thing is that when religious government-funded religious 

organizations, or any religious organizations, discriminate who picks up the pieces, it's usually 

taxpayer-funded secular services. So this is where there's again warning, the cake or wafer or 

eating it too. And I just don't 

 

Has the now light, Andrew Peacock. Said many years ago, it's not right, is it? So there's my take 

on it. What love to get your thoughts on all the mediums of communication or lie above 

averages if you like that? Like it, that way out of the pan 855 at gmail.com SMS six, one, four, 

five, six, seven five 1215 tweet at sell gold said, so. And as always, that's the bottom line, my 

page on Facebook, Sally goldner, or out of the pan 3. 

 

Er 855 am Melbourne and also sort of not going to get it. If you're right in today, Australia Post 

do their best. But perhaps they're not quite up to getting a letter to me that quickly. So you have 

to use the electronic ones if you want an immediate response, but if you're listening on a 

podcast or repeat, which you can be doing, you might be listening to this at 5 a.m. between 5:00 

a.m. and 6:00 a.m. on a Wednesday morning, Australian Eastern Standard Time. 

 

And well, good luck to you for being awake, because I won't be, how do I, how do I do it on 

doing radio, without moving my lips, or something like that? At that time. Anyway, let's have a 

listen again, more genre, diverse some new music, I said the 57 and a half year old trying to be 

all hip and with-it but this is very John reverse. He is Fleur Leeper and neon sign, 3 CR 855 am 

3 CR Digital 3, CR dot org Dot au3 CR on demand out of the pan with Sally. 

 

Indigenous people in Australia in the Pacific of borne the brunt of nuclear testing and this was 

not done unconsciously. Be found documents in the British archives saying that, yes, there is a 

certain hazards, but only two primitive peoples, those that don't wear clothes and don't wash 

unlike us British. So the sort of racism inherent in this whole operation was known and 

understood from the beginning that these were the casualties of a larger Imperial policy and that 

they were able to 

 

The brand because they were very small populations and didn't have much political voice and 

as we fast forward to today, we see that same thing, 3 CR keeping you informed about 



Australia's nuclear past and present. It's not your time. It's important have a voice like, 3 CR, 

steady Constant saying and committed to a nuclear-free Australia. 

 

Wouldn't it be nice to get on with me Neighbours? 

 

They make it very clear, they've got a room for, right. 

 

And if it happens in our town, we will play this soundtrack. 

 

That's an Ibis 3. CR 855 am 3 CR Digital 3, CR dot org dot. Are you 3 CR on demand out of the 

pan with Sally first broadcasting known through one every 

 

Sunday afternoon, thanks for your company right at the message. We heard from Fleur, Lieber 

and neon sign and a great sort of country-ish type of song and a good video for that. You can 

find that on YouTube and it was shot in Bayside and inner west of Sydney Sydney on gadigal 

land and like that song and the moral of the song according to the info I have is not too. 

 

His grip of the things you already have in the pursuit of what you don't. So the music video 

charts. Our journey away from those things in the Journey Back Home aims to capture the join 

both reaching for the new, but the same time appreciating the old balance non-binary. We kind 

of like that, don't we? That's the sort of show this show is about out of the pan, a show covering 

pansexual issues, knowing no boundaries of sex, gender, or genre and the music in the lazy 

Wednesday, promo is sort of the era of the next song. So there is a tease. 

 

Before you had a message in over on the SMS, Line 6, 1 4 5, 6 7 5 12 15 and from kahlan taxes 

should not go to schools that teach people to ignore or break an Tidus. Any laws including anti-

discrimination:. Yep I'm with you on that, you know, it's funny how that the hold anti Law and 

Order thing goes down the tubes when suddenly right-wingers get annoyed. 

 

It, it's not well, known actually, that one of the principles of anti vilification law, which makes 

sense, is that the group on the receiving end decides what's vilification? I mean, heaven forbid, 

and I can use this analogy, someone of Jewish background and hope everyone of Jewish 

background had a wonderful Passover, hustle, mayor, I think I got that, right? I've got to go back 

to Hebrew school anyway. Now, imagine if God forbid neo-nazis defined antisemitism, I don't. 

 

To think about it and I said, if that's the principle that's there. Now that's a law. It may be a case 

law but it's still a law. Unfortunately, these things get twisted around about freedoms and all the 

rest of it and the well-known case involving a certain person in media around 10 years ago, was 



not about vilification. Actually, also just get some truth on the board. It was about making false 

statements about people and their Aboriginal background. So really important that 

 

You know, if check our facts a bit more, I think would be really helpful. So yeah. Not let's not 

have schools discriminate. Let's keep our digits crossed for a good outcome of this Australian 

law Reform Commission report, but it does lead to another topic. And that is, why is the 

Australian labor party seems to have taken this small Target approach? On a lot of things? I 

mean, it's pushing for The Voice which, you know, I'll 

 

I say I'm not someone of Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander background, but I certainly think 

there needs to be some progress for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people and some 

some would help and I don't think it's any something, it's got to be better. I don't think it's my 

place to say any more than that. For now, other than that, I as someone who wants to be an 

ally, I'm just quietly. Listening and seeing what the heck is going on? And no sort of deciding, 

which way to go. And I'll give credit where it's due well done, too. 

 

Alien laser the federal attorney general Shadow attorney general I beg your pardon for taking a 

stance on principle and saying that he could not stay in Shadow cabinet and support the Liberal 

Party Cactus re-caulk party room. What is it? What's the difference between a caucus and a 

cactus? No difference. They're both full of bricks just to say that we're not politically biased on 

this program. But anyway well done for his stance on principle but coming back to 

 

Issues. Why has the federal out pecan? So quiet on this y given that the going back as much as 

I don't really like to dwell on it. The postal survey was pretty resounding in the end. I mean some 

people would you know, there were some thoughts of a could have ended up as no but 61.6% 

as was announced at 10:08 on that November 2017 morning was pretty damn good and I think 

people have moved on we've seen 

 

The last few weeks that people sort of, you know, saying they want people trans people to get a 

fair go. So why isn't federal labor being more supportive and proactive. And I'm not sure what's 

going on there. I'm going to say that. Yes there's the small Target thing. That is another thing we 

have to ask, why is our own communities advocacy? Not being effective enough, what's going 

wrong there? Is it that perhaps 

 

Apps, our community advocacy is to dominated by sort of, you know, sort of the more gay 

stream gays and lesbians and they not empathic enough to groups, like by trans into sex age, 

there's a great interview on my colleague, James, Joe in your face, which is 425 Friday, with 



alasdair Laurie, in my opinion Australia's. Premier queer blogger, declaring any possible 

interest? 

 

I'm on the committee of management of just equalist rally Alastair. He's an advisor to just a cool 

Australia volunteers with us, but I have a lot of respect for him and now he this was sort of 

disgust on in your face, but why haven't? We had more progress? And we've had one possible 

comment in from John tesar possible. Comment a possible idea, an idea about this, John has 

messaged in labor is scared of the ethnic vote. We saw with marriage equality in the 

 

Recent fuss in New South Wales that ethnic communities are very anti job LGBT communities. 

It's a fact, John, I think there is, you know, sort of some degree of reason, of the reason to that 

John in all fairness, it's a reasonable opinion but I wouldn't say that they're very I think that's not 

necessarily true either. I think you know, the maybe I will say a little less understanding then 

perhaps in inverted, commas, white, and 

 

Is hexen type communities. But I wouldn't say it's as big and I draw on and I will say there's less 

understanding as my role as a diversity educator. Many years ago, I did present co-presenter 

session at a particular service for a particular ethnic community and it was like great, we're 

doing intersectionality and we got to an exercise which is called the mock heterosexual 

questionnaire. We twist all those. 

 

Those questions that are dumped on. We'll just do sexuality here. Gay lesbian bi when you do 

choose to be gay, lesbian or bisexual? What made you go? There's been a bisexual and twist 

them around. What made you hetrosexual? When did you choose to it? Do you believe your 

heterosexuality is an illness? And we're getting blank looks and someone finally tentatively puts 

up a hand and goes what's heterosexuality some languages and cultures, don't even have a 

word for heterosexual. Let alone, who moves actual gay. There's being bisexual. So it was a 

 

No surprise, I'd be honest enough to say that we had to scale the training really back to sort of 

101 and keep it simple. One of those on the job moments. So yeah, some people some cultural 

and ethnic communities, perhaps may not be aware of it, just not so sure that the necessarily 

anti and I wanted and I would just add that if you do need resources in this area, the Australian 

glbt IQ, Multicultural Council a GMC has lots of great groups and resources at their 

 

Site which I will furiously search for live. This is live radio, people of all genders, a GM C dot org, 

dot a you. There's all sorts of groups there of all cultures and backgrounds so worth having a 

look there. So the question is, yeah, what do we need to do now? The Victorian Pride Lobby 



headed by Austin fabric Jenkins. You did a great job organizing the teed off rally as well. A 

couple of weeks ago, Austin. 

 

Has started through the Victorian Pride, Lobby, a campaign. If you like to meet with federal labor 

politicians in Victoria now, I think that's needed because in that started, because according to 

Austin, when he met with his federal labor representative prior to the last federal election, he 

just knew nothing and particularly amongst about trans men, and I found this as well, you know, 

I feel for my Trend trans mask brothers, so to speak, 

 

Look that sometimes their issues are very invisible eyes in ways that are not good for them. So 

there does need to be that level of education and I think the same maybe could apply to ethnic 

communities but it's still to some extent. I know. Doesn't explain why labor going so cautiously 

and quietly on this and not giving the full level support at a federal level, totally acknowledge 

that what was done in Victoria with strong statements. Raising the rainbow flag. But as also was 

 

Discussed on Friday and State. Labor doesn't need to stop moving on anti vilification laws. But I 

also think there needs to be more laws of one thing. Education is another, you know, and 

getting the truth out there and giving support to trans individuals and organizations to lead 

campaigns on trans by for by and so on. And that really, of course, needs to happen in every 

jurisdiction around this big island and all the surrounding small ones. Let's do it. Let's also do. 

 

Something else let's have some music and no we're not going to be all hip with new tracks from 

2023 as the first two were flipped. That Groove, don't phunk my pride and Fleur Lieber, neon 

sign, we're going to go back here. This is one. We're going to have a bit of a 70 style Jam to a 

30s blues song. Here's Bob Seger's version from the live bullet album of Bo diddley's track Bo. 

Diddley 3, CR 855 am 3 CR Digital 3, CR dot org dot a. You 3 CR on demand Out of the pan 

with Sally. 

 

3 CR 855 am 3 CR Digital 3, CR dot org, dot, Tau 3 CR on demand out of the pan with Sally 

first broadcasting noon 31, every Sunday afternoon. And as always permission to play air 

instruments in a socially acceptable and safe way. Particularly with that song you could just 

about play the whole band yourself Bo Diddley from Bob Seger's album if of 1975 live bullet 

feature. And drummer, Charlie Martin on drums and for the trivia music, trivia types. Charlie 

Martin, sadly had a bad into his musical career, he was injured in a an accident, an accident 

walking down a service, right? I think trying to get petrol for his car and unfortunately, got hit, 

and I was unable to play drums after that, which was incredibly sad stuff, because he was just 

awesome. There's another track on that album, called heavy music. 

 



Charlie does the answer vocals to when Bob says there ain't nothing you can do and he says, 

hey nothing you can do that's what we call rock and roll. Musically diverse pans. You're on red. 

That is out of the pan but we also do cover pansexual issues knowing no boundaries of sex or 

gender. So yeah what do we do about the federal LP? Are you going to have a have all the 

answers? Just keep pressuring, I suppose it's one thing we've got to keep 

 

Keep writing letters on deeply concerned about the lack of consultation. Only about two weeks 

ago, I received a response to a letter. I wrote where I was concerned about some issues with 

trans health care, and Medicare now, you know, positive first it's coming up for where are we 

nine months or so Dan ago, now that I'm did have assistant Minister for health jet Kenny, it's a 

reasonably Good Egg on the show saying that things were moving. But when I wrote on a sort 

of related story, I was told. 

 

The relevant bureaucracy was only discussing this issue with health professionals and not trans 

people. And when you need our by in here, and this is really concerning to me, why are we not 

getting representation? And now I'm not sure if even gays and lesbians are, but I think we do 

have a concern that maybe there's too much focus on Sydney in the hard reality is Sydney is 

not up to best practice on a lot of things. 

 

Look at the the New South Wales state laws on anti-discrimination. Don't even include 

bisexuality, very poor trans laws coverage of trans, none on birth, none for non-binary. People, 

non for intersects, poor birth certificate laws. It's not good enough that if labor, particularly given 

that elbows from New South Wales and sort of only reaches out to the Sydney gay streamers. 

It's called mainstream guys Houston. There's a problem which leads into another topic that I 

wanted to. 

 

Castanets World Pride. Okay. So the dust has settled around a month afterwards. What if we 

what we got from? Well Pride, you know, maybe Mardi gras' made a surplus on the event, you 

know, financially great for them, but what is the community got out of it? Will this money be 

invested back into the community in any way or will it not? You know. So these are the 

questions that we need to be asking and I'm not sure that we are 

 

Asking them sort of asking them well enough at all and, you know, it's all very glitzy and 

glamorous me. But what happened to mean, everyone's packed up and come home and heard 

all sorts of stories about it. But what really happened and there was criticism of the human rights 

conference. What outcomes did it deliver? It was great that people marched across the Harbour 

Bridge but again over here are what happens when the energy dissipates what came out. 

 



Out of it. As one Rodney cream, suggested in one article recently gained declaring any interest 

there. Yeah, you know sort of you know imagine if people would walk up to our elbows he was 

crossing the Harbour Bridge or other labor ministers and said look here's what lgbtiq I place. 

People want. It could have given far more coverage to the issues and got the ball rolling. Now 

had a message in on a different topic and yeah, we do. 

 

Do need to talk about this one so I will do content note for transphobia gender stereo typical 

type of stuff but not in huge detail to some extent because Jenny one of our recurring and 

awesome Lester's has messaged in and I quote have you heard about the latest updates 

around on about the attacks on drag shows around Melbourne. There's been a lot of coverage 

in the newspapers this week, end quote, yes, indeed engine. So 

 

The has not a good time for a Coke. Yeah, look. Very, very disconcerting, that these things are 

happening. First of all, would be the first thing that I would say and it is really really worrying that 

these attacks are happening. Now I'm Casey, I believe. I'm so sorry canceled one of their shows 

Hume cancelled and then rescheduled. And I do have to say that 

 

At, in terms of the one that was at the pride Center last year, I'll just say I heard a little more 

information during the week from a couple of sources, which is quite concerning, is all I'm going 

to say and it's very, very difficult, you know? It's it is a, you know, as I said last December, when 

the pride Center one came up, it's a difficult balance. But now I come back to the idea that if it 

was sort of people heaven, forbid, threatening churches, 

 

Synagogues, they'd be absolute up roll. Why is it that, you know, people who wanted to just 

hold a drag show, can't get the protection. They need it just seems quite illogical. And, you 

know, that's their freedom to to that yet. One Freedom seems to be more valued over another 

and I do feel as someone who is a part-time performer. I feel for drag performers who may not 

be getting the income and I'll say career that they want. 

 

And, you know, I think that's important to note, it's hard enough, being any in a society that 

wants to, I think. So, often tends to shove us into what I call White Collar middle class lives to do 

anything, sort of different particular, on an artistic /, creative front is very, very difficult, and to 

have it made more difficult by this sort of thing is appalling, I can understand that. Yeah, we've 

got to consider people safety but, you know, how can we prevent these attacks? 

 

Thing in the first place. And I think that there has to be stronger condemnation of the sort of 

Neo-Nazi stuff that's behind this, it's just simply not on where's dare. I say, individual freedom, in 



this case where people can't just do a sort of performance and linking this to the, you know, stuff 

in America which I think also needs to be mentioned the Tennessee laws that now 

 

An performance by someone and I don't have the exact words in front of me, but it's, you know, 

sort of pretending to be another gender. Now, of course, I know my sense of gender identity, but 

so I went there and did I sang and played guitar on performing? They would stay would see that 

as another gender would I get arrested? Where does this end? What happens to what happens 

to pantomime performers? Shakespearean performers used to be gender. 

 

This in their wise before people were all sorts of people are allowed to play it. I mean, what is 

going, you know? It's just seems very, very ludicrous, but this emotive, this whipped Up In 

Motion about drag and trans, seems to be, you know, sort of, you know, there is a lot of 

momentum out there and it's disconcerting and it's frightening and not an easy thing to consider 

and 

 

And the number of states who now have some laws in effect that limit, whether it's trans trans 

Children, Medical Care, trans adults, or drag performances in America. It just seems to be, well, 

unfortunately, quadrupling. And I think we can only just keep pushing and pushing and pushing 

to go for what we want and keep turning the debates into something positive. It was great to see 

the wonderful Julie Peters at a panel Festival over Easter on 

 

Women in arts and Julie said that when negative stuff comes up, she tries to counter with a 

positive story and I think that's what we need to do. But I'm from a political approach we need to 

get our issues pun intended on the agenda and keep pushing for what we want as someone 

who has been doing media for a while. It's certainly something we need to take and not get 

stuck on you know, other people's playing field. So to speak get her back onto our 

 

Our home ground. We know what those issues are for Trans people. 4x4, many others and I 

don't I sometimes think again linking to the previous topic. We're not doing well enough but 

Jenny and arts, it's your email. I think that it is not easy. I mean, if there are outright physical 

threats rather than just verbal, then that has to be considered and how credible they are. And its 

really but you know, it's very difficult to separate here, between what I'll call the ideal and reality, 

of course, in an Ideal World. This 

 

Would not happen and it in inverted. Commas should not happen but it is and I think that's also 

not helpful. But again some strong leadership from prominent Community figures that says no to 

this. I mean I just what could be so terrible about drag performances in front of children. I mean, 



it is the sort of stuff of what's happening in Russia and as someone who went to Russia, seven 

and a half years ago and 

 

Experienced this sort of stuff, we're at the Russian equivalent of the Melbourne, queer Film 

Festival. They have to allow a right, very right, wing politician, you know, sort of from ten 

minutes because he claims Freedom, he does is 10 minutes in this ten minutes clicks over and 

someone gives him an agent. Says okay Jolly well sod off. I don't know how you say that in 

Russian any bilinguals listeners. Please let me know. But you know, to we demand that we 

 

Yeah, we got a church or something and start getting 10 minutes of their sermon. It's just very 

disconcerting Jenny's also emailed in very true and it bundle place. It was under the guise of an 

art event. So, it should be projected. Yeah. Freedom of artistic expression. Do we start Banning 

controversial? Art shows that are offensive to Children. Very disturbing precedent being set. 

Yeah, I agree with that Jenny. And I think we've, you know, it's funny how individual Freedom 

works for right, Wingers, but often not for those who are considered more left 

 

Yeah, I think we've just got to keep pushing. Let's in the meantime, as we reach the end of the 

show, have a track from local artists Queenie, who has been announced as what's called. I think 

the internal performer for the apra awards, which is pretty damn cool. Here's his second single, 

that was released this year naked. Again, 3, CR 855 am 3 CR Digital 3, CR dot org, dot U 3 CR 

on demand out of the pan with Sally 

 

From Iran to the Americas, the Pacific, to Palestine, and here, and so-called Australia, people 

are standing up for freedom and Liberation. This made a at Melbourne State Library, join the 

voice of revolution in Iran Melbourne, the black people's Union, Renegade activists unionists, 

and people from all over the world as we stand together in understanding that we are all in this 

together. 

 

A lineup of speakers and music from around the world demanding Justice and celebrating our 

common struggles and our common Humanity will be announced on the event page soon, you 

can find the event by searching made a for freedom and Liberation on Facebook, made a, for 

freedom and Liberation 5:30 p.m. Monday. First of May at State Library Victoria, a 3 CR 

Community radio support. Mmm, 

 

3 CR 855 am 3 CR Digital 3, CR dot org, dot U, 3 CR and demand out of the pan with Sally first 

broadcasting noon, through one every Sunday afternoon, and yet made a coming up in three 

weeks from now. And yes, it's a big parade and all that sort of thing. To quote, the dude from 

flying high kalin's messaged in. So, very quickly read drag shows first comments by anyone. 



Canceling, the event needs to acknowledge demo democracies vital, then state of then advice 

state of police investigation. 

 

And last bet any lasting news about events been canceled need to educate all levels of 

government and government orgs such as police on importance of being protective Ally and 

Auntie vilification laws. There is a review this year. Yeah, look agreed. I think that it's not just 

good enough to cancel, and it's, you know, you don't want to give these people any more 

publicity or impetus and or momentum than they deserve. But, you know, if you just 

 

Just cancel the drop of a hat. That's not good either. It is a granted In fairness of very fine line 

here. I'm just about out of time, Trevon Carolina waiting to come in for freedom of species. And 

they'll be T of talking with Christy algeron total Liberation, and the need to find Common Ground 

there. In as part of freedom of species animal advocacy hitting the airwaves at 1 p.m. Eastern, 

every Sunday afternoon rotations at to queering, the are three in the Salam radio show at 4:00, 

so keep your devices. 

 

Locked on 3, CR. However, you're listening. Take it out today with some Divinyls from the 

monkey grip. EP from many years ago and have a bit of time for a very Soulful. The big ballad 

as they always call it, a track called LC and rest in peace. Christina and foot. Thanks for tuning 

in to out of the pan. Look forward to your company. Next week, where I should have at least one 

or two, fantastic guests, their back. After all the holidays, thanks for tuning in to out of the pan. 

I'm Sally Goldner, catch you next week. 

 


